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Skip to headerSkip on the main contentSkip on footerIt's far from a done deal, but the idea that President-elect Obama could pick Hillary Clinton to be his secretary of state is interesting. There are risks, but the advantage is huge. It would send an important signal to the world and the nation – and solve some tricky
political problems. Clinton flew to Chicago last night, and while no one is on the record, it's clear she's moved on to the list of potential secretaries of state. This may have something to do with the large number of Clintons on Obama's transition team -- and the influence of Vice President-elect Joe Biden, who is a big
hillary fan. Some wonder if she would have accepted the job if she had been offered, but as one unnamed adviser reportedly said: What would you rather do - be a senator or secretary of state? Clinton could win a major role for herself in the Senate, but she lacks the seniority to take the official post and she would be
constantly butting heads with dozens of other ambitious senators, not to mention the Obama administration. So chances favor yes if the job is offered. The only question is, will it be? The benefits for Obama would be significant:1) Clinton brings a lot of foreign policy experience and expertise, supported by her husband's
experience and her association with her old team. She has traveled widely, and many world leaders already know and trust her. She was also an active member of the Armed Services Committee, so she knows and works well with the defense establishment.2) It would send an instant message that Obama will not be a
toy in foreign policy. In the long campaign for the Democratic nomination, Clinton took a harder line than Obama on foreign affairs, and choosing her for the top diplomatic post would end speculation that he may be too quick to compromise U.S. interests.3) This move would tell the American people that Obama is willing
to surround himself with strong people who may disagree and won't be afraid to challenge him on political issues. His promise to consider a wide range of views before making important decisions will lend credibility. It's also consistent with his respect for how Abraham Lincoln managed to form an effective government by
getting his main rivals into his administration.4) It would end, or at least silence, any remaining bitterness among Clinton loyalists. It would also eliminate the danger of Clinton becoming a rival power center in the Senate and give Obama a looser hand on health care policies.5) Choosing Hillary for the state can also help
harness the power and experience of Bill Clinton, while limiting any danger that he would act as a free agent working against Obama's goals. But there are potential drawbacks:1) Their policy differences in places like Iraq could be a problem. It's one thing for a member of the government to disagree in private, and it's
another to defend himself once a decision is made. Will Hillary Clinton be a real team The flip side of having Bill Clinton by his side is having Bill Clinton by his side. Will he pull it in directions different from what Obama wants? Will he be too influential in how he manages the department?3) And on the other hand, that her
senate as a competitive power center doesn't put her at center as an advocate who can help advance Obama's legislative priorities on health care and other issues that Clinton has become identified with. Ultimately, what may be most important is the chemistry between the two. It's all well and good to look for cabinet
rivals, they want people strong enough to talk, to work on a team with diversity – but ultimately it will be a question of whether Obama feels comfortable enough with Clinton as his secretary of state and whether he feels comfortable enough to accept the role that puts her on a team that can't afford any freelancers. Will
Joe Biden raise your taxes?TaxesAre there any doubt that if Joe Biden is elected, he will try to raise taxes for some people. Are you going to be one of them? October 22, 2020 Election 2020: Joe Biden's tax plans still in trouble with the economy, tax policy is gaining importance in the 2020 election. So, let's take a look
at what Joe Biden wants to do abou... October 22, 202010 the states with the highest sales taxesYay make purchases in any of the 10 worst states for sales taxes to give additional space in your budget. October 27, 2020Kiplinger's 2020 Election ForecastPoliticsA nearly a century, Kiplinger's letter predicted the outcome
of the presidential election to keep readers informed about what's coming and what's coming... October 29, 2020 Election 2020: Joe Biden's tax plans still in trouble, tax policy takes on importance in the 2020 election. So, let's take a look at what Joe Biden wants to do abou... October 22, 2020PPP loan forgiveness
applications are now EasierCoronavirus and your MoneySmall businesses, which have received PPP loans of $50,000 or less, can now apply for forgiveness using the simplified application form. October 16, 2020A more severe natural disaster in U.S. HistoryEconomic forecasts Wind, water, fire and drought have all
wreaked havoc in the United States. What was the worst part? August 26, 2020 Jason Seiler for Reader's Digest (Illustration), CHRISTOPHER LANE/GETTY IMAGES1. Clinton is a working dog in New York, Rebecca Traister wrote: Clinton self-identifies as a worker over as speaker. When I told her during one of our
interviews that comedian Samantha Bee described her to me as a 'working dog; You have to give Hillary a job, her eyes light up. When I came to the Senate, I said I wasn't an exhibition horse! reminded me. That seems to be what Clinton is proudest of in the world. 2. Clinton is a lover of generals in The New York Times
Magazine, Mark Landler wrote: Afghan army debate ... is usually designed as a test of will between crafty Pentagon military commanders and young president, with Joe Biden playing the role of the devil's advocate for Obama. While accurate, this portrait neglects Clinton's role. By resorting to [former Defense Secretary
Robert] Gates and the generals, she gave their proposals a political burden and provided a bullish counterpoint to Biden's skepticism ... For all their cries about bombing the Islamic State into oblivion, neither Donald J. Trump nor Senator Ted Cruz of Texas has shown anywhere near the appetite for military engagement
abroad that Clinton has. 3. Clinton is her own worst enemy. On CNN.com, Hillary Clinton biographer Carl Bernstein said: You can talk about your enemies and the damage they have done her, but there are so many of these self-inflicted wounds that come from unwillingness to be true at various important times. Huge
right-wing conspiracy did not tell her to put the server in her basement ... She's good at this, not just her enemies. And that may be the question that ultimately will be the answer to whether he will be president of the United States. Because he's not just against Donald Trump or Bernie Sanders. They're facing each other.
Emma Kapotes/Rd.com, iStock4. Clinton is ready when we're in the Washington Post, Carlos Lozada wrote: The last clause [in one of Clinton's books that comes from a favorite Methodist lesson]-'as long as you could ever'-is telling. She embodies Clinton from her memoirs: familiar, enduring, scarred, but eager and
available if we just chose her. Even her code name, Evergreen, is a fitting, perfect designation for a candidate whose main qualification for the presidency is her eternal readiness for it. Jackson Abatemarco for Reader's Digest5. Clinton's main listener Vox.com, Ezra Klein wrote: The first few times I heard someone
praising Clinton listening, I discounted it... After hearing 11, 12, 15 times I started to take it seriously ... [When she was a senator], on her travels, she stuffed notes from her conversations and readings in suitcases and every few months threw stray paper on the floor of her Senate office and picked it out with her staff ...
These comments, [former employee Laurie] Rubiner recalls, really lead to legislation... Her process works the same today. Multiple Clinton aides told me that the campaign's plan to combat opioid addiction, the first and most comprehensive offer by any of the major candidates, was a direct result of Clinton's hearing on
the issue on her tour. Her way of dealing with the stories she hears is not just to repeat the story, but to do something about the story, says John Podesta, clinton's campaign chairman. 6. Clinton really lacks the charisma of the New York Post, Kyle Smith wrote: Is Hillary Clinton more qualified than Donald Trump to be
president? ... Of course it is. But if elected president were about presenting a better resume, John McCain would beat Barack Obama. Becoming it's about capturing our imagination. Hillary may deserve it, but that doesn't mean we deserve it. The President is a person who appears in your family room more than anyone
outside of your family. Will the Republic last four years every night? ... Ten minutes of any Hillary speech and it'll be, 'We're bored as hell, and we're not going to take it anymore!' Emma Kapotes/Rd.com, iStock7. Clinton has a history of not connecting with the public in New York, Jason Zengerle wrote: She is an introvert
temperament, certainly traumatized by the invective thrown at her during her time as first lady, due to frightened spontaneity, and insufficiently skilled at pretending otherwise. But real prudence can also be blown away, and at the time of Clinton's last presidential candidacy, her opacity and rigidity turned into what seemed
like a condescending claim. She either didn't want or wasn't able to campaign in a way that made voters feel like they recognized her personally. Jackson Abatemarco for Reader's Digest8. Clinton won't make left-wing women proud in the nation, Liza Featherstone wrote: A Clinton presidency would be symbolically
uplifting, even if she slammed the door on the possibility of actually improving the lives of most women in the world... We are not Denmark, she said [in a campaign appearance] ... With that bit of honesty, Clinton readily explained why no socialist-really, not non-millionaire-would support her. She is smart enough to know
that women in the United States suffer far more poverty, unemployment, and food insecurity than women in Denmark – yet she has shamelessly made it clear that she is glad to keep it that way. 9. Clinton is a woman of faith on CNN.com, Hillary Clinton biographer Carl Bernstein said: When [Clinton] was in the White
House and is being denounced by mainly conservative Republicans, she went to a prayer breakfast with the wives of many of those far-right conservative Republicans. And she never let it be known that she was going to those prayer breakfasts. The same thing when she became a senator... Her Methodism is absolutely
necessary to understand who she is. She carries the Bible with her and reads it in cars and on planes... She knows. Emma Kapotes/Rd.com, iStock10. Clinton's foreign policy deal maker, James Traub wrote: [Jeffrey] Bader [Obama's chief national security adviser for Asia] supported Obama during the campaign, and he
subscribed to a collective view of the Obama camp that Clinton was petty and vile. Was surprised to find ... that she was considerate and warm. He also realized that diplomacy was being considered mostly in terms of transaction. She's an extremely pragmatic person, bader says. He's a businessman. Her attitude is:
How can we do that?' 11. Clinton has very mixed feelings about the life she chose in New York Times Magazine, Mark Leibovich wrote: She recalled her beginnings in Arkansas, back when she was driving her own car and Chelsea for ballet class. She betrayed an almost longing for that time, contrasting her energy and
freedom then with the exhaustion of her public life today-'s level of relentless control, which now follows not only people in politics, but people in all kinds of public arenas,' in her sentence. I think it makes you feel a little dehumanized. The relentlessness of this language popped up on me-'stems' and, in particular,
'dehumanized.'Jackson Abatemarco for Digest12 Reader. Clinton is less accomplished than it seems on dailykos.com, Ted Rall wrote: We've seen what happens when we elect a president with charisma but minus a resume... Obama's signature/sole achievement, the Affordable Care Act, embodies design-by-committee
concepts and autopilot implementation. Hillary's admirers have conflated her impressive list of jobs she actually got things done... How did this career politician change the lives of Americans? Not in the slightest. 13. Clinton knows her shortcomings as an activist at Politico.com, Glenn Thrush and Maggie Haberman
wrote: For much of her career, she has remained publicly unwilling (and, former aides say, at times privately incapable) to distinguish between malicious, coordinated political attacks and legitimate laundering of her records conducted by responsible reporters. In 1996, she laid this mark in a letter to her best friend, Diane
Blair, according to recently released papers. I am not stupid; I know I should do more to teate the press, I know it confuses people when I change my hairstyles,' Blair quoted Clinton as saying, after Blair suggested a 'fake' 'friendly' attitude to the media. I know I should pretend i don't have any opinions - but I just don't say
it that way. I'm used to winning, and I'm going to win on my own terms. Emma Kapotes/Rd.com, iStock14. Clinton's optimist in Esquire, Tom Junod wrote: She is the only candidate with a chance of winning the presidential election-from both parties-who talks about preserving what we have, rather than tearing it down and
starting over. She is the only one who rejects the language of radicalism in her speeches. Indeed, she is the only instinctive moderate, left-leaning, though she may be. The candidate who has a chance to become the first female president will prove to be the last optimist of the apocalypse.
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